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Japaljarrirli ka kanyirni manangkarra palyaku 
pakarninjaku.
3
4
Watiya kurlu ka pakarni palyaku manangkarra,
5
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Japaljarrirli ka pata-pata-pakarni mama yungurlu luurlurl- 
wantimi ngurlu.
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Turnu maninjarla ka pakarni watiya kurlurlu.
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Kurdu kurdurlu kalu pakarni pirli kirlirli palya parrajarla.
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Jangalarlu ka luurl-pinyi palya kirlka karda mama kurlu.
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Warlungka ka pirli jankami purlku karda.
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Palya ka purrami pirlingki warlu-jangkarlu.
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Jupurrurlarlu ka kapurda-mani palya.
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Palya karla yirrarni junmaku.
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Palya kalu nguna kapurda nyurrulku ngurrju-maninja- 
warnu.
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Making spinifex resin
Japaljarri is bringing the spinifex grass to make it into a resin.
With the stick they beat the spinifex grass for spinifex resin. 
Japaljarri is beating the spinifex so the seeds will fall down. 
Gathering it up and beating it with the stick.
The kids are beating the spinifex resin with rocks on the cooliman. 
Jangala is separating the spinifex resin from the spinifex grass.
In the fire the rock is getting hot.
They put the spinifex resin onto the rock taken from the fire. 
Jupurrurla is making the spinifex resin into a round shape.
He is putting the spinifex resin onto the stone knife.
The spinifex resin has been made into round shapes.
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